Glass Castle

Week 1
retrospective

an art exhibit showing an entire artistic phase or representative examples of an artist's life work.
gimmick

an ingenious or novel device, scheme, or stratagem, especially one designed to attract attention or increase appeal.
surplus

something that remains above what is used or needed.
graft

a portion of living tissue surgically transplanted from one part of an individual to another, or from one individual to another, for its growth
vulgar

classified by ignorance or lack of good breeding or taste; indecent
antiseptic

free from or cleaned of germs; exceptionally clean or neat
skedaddle

to run away hurriedly; flee.
toxic

acting as or having the effect of a poison; poisonous
Powerword: fac*ile

**Definition:** too simple : not showing enough thought or effort

**Root:** from the Latin word: facere

**Meaning:** to make; to do; to form.

**Variations:** fac, fact, fic, feat, feas, featur, fair

**Examples:** facility, factual, fiction, feature, feasible, feature, affair